Second Childishness
‘...and mere oblivion’
65 There is a playlist for this ‘Age’ her

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/
547JBaPTBZLOjmiCvrzCen?si=i2x6DHHsSgx7aQzLmjiuQ
It should, of course, include the other six playlists , as those sounds are
often revisited.The playlist only contains a couple of artists, Sir Karl
Jenkins who began ‘life’ as a saxophonist with the 60’s bands Soft Machine
and Nucleus, then went into advertising, writing thirty-second musical
‘ditties’, one of which (‘Adiemus’) spring-boarded him into international
orchestral fame and honours. ‘Bellowhead’, no longer with us as an entity,
but were always the ‘big sound’ folk band the 60s lacked. ‘The
Decemberists’, commensurate story tellers, with sounds drawn from those
early days, of keyboards, 12 string electric guitars, the Byrds, the Band
and Bob Dylan
It’s a hearkening towards the past, but with a glimpse into a series of
possible futures. Gill and I have been fortunate enough to see each of
these bands during this ‘age’
...because..
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In 2013, following a CT scan investigating a possible urine tract infection,
it was noted that there was a small uid collection on the left side of my
chest. The Respiratory Unit of Queens Hospital in Burton investigated with
x-rays and the removal of some of the uid
My specialist, Dr. Nanda, invited a visiting consultant, Mr Waller (Head of
Cardiothoracic surgery at Glen eld Hospital in Leicester) to speak with me.
“Probably nothing serious.....”, as I was leaving, “ See, what’s your

occupation?” - I told him - “....perhaps you’d better come in and we’ll have
a look at you.
A camera, a biopsy and some talc-lung treatment (pleurodesis) became a
diagnosis of Mesothelioma- a cancer, asbestos linked, especially prevalent
amongst those working in the asbestos-rich buildings of the sixties and
seventies and a prognosis of a few months to ve years. Which is grim but
not as grim as not meeting with the World’s ‘cutting edge’ surgical
specialist in the eld, who operated on me in March, 2014. A radical
decortication operation. June brought a deep vein thrombosis scare, and
August the removal of infected diaphragm tissue
Quite some year - and that was over six years ago. Along the way I’ve had
infection alerts, a blood clot alert, uid draining operations, 2 out of 4
sessions of a course of chemotherapy, which was halted when I got sepsis
and generally weakened my defences. But in June 2020 my condition was
described as ‘stable’. I have a quarterly scan and clinic for the oncology
department and a ‘call us if you need us’ arrangement with the thoracic
department, both with Glen eld Hospital in Leicester
I’m as weak as a kitten and often breathless. I simply couldn’t manage any
sort of life without Gill. I agonise about ‘not pulling my weight’. I try to
walk for a mile each day and have adopted a series of strategies to keep
me mentally occupied

.
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Trip to Aintree - just a memory (from 2014). I bought tickets, as
Christmas Presents to see the
Grand National before I was
diagnosed. We went, six of us,
boys and their partners and Gill
and I. A wheelchair, no sense of
taste and a drain bag provided a
most unusual day. Gill drove and
we self-consciously took
advantage of ‘disabled’ parking
and viewing paddocks. This was a surreal experience. Gill and I had to
begin to learn how to live this new life

Very much a time of readjustment, not resistance I feel there’s only going
forward and that looking back should only be celebrated and not
traumatic
Easily said
Oddity
Mesothelioma has a ‘hang-time’ of between twenty and thirty years. This
means my exposure was probably during my Headship at Great Wood, our
children ourishing and our new home beginning to show it’s potential some of the happiest days of my life
Tomas got married later in the year (2014) to Aimi (a primary school
teacher). He wrote a song which we recorded. It was from the heart and I
could feel his talent shining through. He is now well established with a
lovely house in Forsbrook, two children, George and Rosie and a job with
Bet365 as a fraud analyst.
Similarly, as I write this (2020), Sam has recently moved into a spectacular
old/new house in Newcastle with his partner, Andrea (a hospital doctor) and
her samoyed, a most beautiful white dog called Hero. He has just been
promoted within the e-commerce business that he joined on leaving
Regatta. Equally talented he seems to be well-regarded and has done very
well for himself.
.....back to the story, and trying to pretend nothing had changed. We
continued doing what we had been doing. We continued to provide holiday
accommodation in our 3 cottages, ‘kept our end up’ at all the village
functions. Gill directed the village panto which has turned into an annual
tradition.
‘Sleeping Beauty’
‘Cinderella’
‘Aladdin’
‘The Wizard of Oz’
‘Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs’

.
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‘Cobblers - the story of the elves and the shoemaker.’

....thus far,
For those with an interest there is a You Tube Channel
http://youtube.com/channel/UCAmHg56wDYgrky-jNGYKuNg
...there’s also a channel featuring some of our foreign forays, the results
of some of my ‘projects that have kept me mentally occupied and various
other exploits.
http://youtube.com/user/windyarb
The Village Show, Silver Swans, fundraising, litter picking, Entertaining the
old ‘uns !!!
...and to continue to take a cruise each year.
Now.
Mesothelioma and travel insurance are not comfortable bed fellows - (Do I
risk ‘no cover required’ status again?) This is a downward spiral, now that I
know how serious Sepsis is.
So thus far.
Nov/Dec 2014 cruise from Southampton to Lisbon, Madeira and the
Canaries
September 2015 we took the family on a Mediterranean cruise. All
together on the photographs. (It might be the last occasion)
October 2016 cruise to the Azores again from Southampton.
In March 2017 we ew to Dubai. Having cleared a six hour ight with the
hospital. We cruised the ‘Horn of Africa’, the ‘pirate zone’, the Suez Canal
and the Mediterranean. We cruised with our best friends and I was not in
best form, physically nor mentally. I contracted an infection and became
most frustrated. Having to use a wheelchair for a trip around the grandest
mosque in the world in Abu Dhabi...and wondering how Gill and I could
possibly get home from the middle of the Suez Canal, genuinely stops
enjoyment for self and those that I was with. This needed a rethink. From
all directions.
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Travel with cancer- my problems stem from a) not being at my best
physically and b) feeling that I am being a ‘drag’ on the enjoyment of
others. Our best friends being too kind and the inexplicable fact that I

couldn’t explain this to them, added to the fact that if I do manage an
explanation then my worries become theirs - which is unforgivable.
So from 2018 we determined to ‘do it our way’.
Conditions and circumstances generated a wish to holiday within reach of
the NHS.
For the last couple of years we have taken cruises around the UK with
Cunard, on their Queens eet. We have learned a great deal about our
own country, sometimes to it’s detriment - republican view of Ireland, the
genuine striving for a different route in Scotland... the history of the isles
and kyles, imperialism and slavery. Friends were welcome but we were rm
in our trips, (door to door, no adventures!) and distances and speed
moderated to what I felt I could cope with. Which on some days isn’t a
great deal.
Cruise 2020, was cancelled as soon as it became clear that the Covid
epidemic was going to put paid to ‘globetrotting’, probably matching a
deterioration in energy on my part. We may be looking around for cottages
with a view or scenic train excursions, but the wish to see something
through different eyes has always been a powerful motivator.
Sight, (I wear spectacles for distance and am now thinking I need
something for close work - I think I’m too far gone for varifocals).
Hearing (now tted with super sonic, blue tooth hearing aids), sans
everything.
My body gets old, weaker, clumsier....my reactions are slower, - miss the
bottom step on a ight of stairs exiting The Bridgewater Hall after a Halle
concert, this year, and you don’t half feel the fool! Measuring your length
on a plush red carpet.
Sometimes its hard to tell which ailments relate to mesothelioma and
which to just getting old. In the end I don’t suppose it really matters.
Hazel, my Mum, died 2015. Peter, my brother, was with her. This was the
closing of a generation for our family.
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Gill is continuing to run our ‘cottage’ industry. She is the overseer and
‘boss’. We are fortunate to have reliable, intelligent staff who have
initiative, foresight and understanding. I am most comfortable with cancer
when those around me know my capabilities, limitations and predilections.
It’s a ‘pain’ when all ‘the men’ are stacking chairs in the village hall and I
stand about watching. To counter this I perhaps, over-talk, my condition

and symptoms.....but the village seems to
care and share in some of our small
targets....
I tackle what I feel is,’ within my
compass’ both physically and mentally. If I
don’t feel I can do something I say. I
explain, and sometimes I can say what I
can do instead.... which naturally brings
the bonus of control. Being in control of
things and seeing them through, no
matter how small the task, is both
rewarding and life asserting.
I create small manageable tasks for
myself, sel shly, sometimes they over lap
with what Gill needs doing around the
house but not always.
Mr. Waller, after surgery, may have said
“.....enjoy the next ve years of your life.”
We, naturally, interpreted this as a
prophesy of doom......
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My 70th birthday was celebrated with a surprise sculpture of a metal
galleon. Windy arbour/harbour - literally that safe place in the storm

..... and Gill her 69th, with the ‘big bird’ occupying the stumps of trees we
planted over thirty years ago to act as wind breaks in our new home.
...I hope my 71st, will involve a smaller ‘big bird’. Osprey style grabbing the
perimeter stumps as it leaves the area.
A good friend, is the creator of these gems and several others created
from ‘scrap’ items which adorn our house and delight our guests.
I watch, (though have never have been actively involved in) Cricket/
Rugby,.....anything that can be snoozed through, or, brought into some sort
of ‘family competition’. We each have a team in the current Indian
Premiere League and insult each other over the internet according to the
vagaries of the scores.
‘Catch-up’ TV and radio, videos, discs and the internet means there is
always something to see or hear. For me, it’s those things which I wish I’d
seen the, ‘ rst time round’, or sometimes it could be a lm that you
wanted to watch a second time around but always pre-planned rather than
watching to ‘ ll in time’.
Same with books, there are hundreds of every type, available on the
internet free, (not to mention doing virtual tours of libraries, art-galleries
and museums.) Entertainment, research, understanding - for me always
attached to a project (within my compass) - my last forays included
research into ‘H.M.S. Terror’, Arctic exploration, making a realistic model
with snow and ice, Michael Palin’s book, getting copies of the TV series,
how to complete a model boat kit so that it looks ‘very used.....’ . The
internet is too big an ‘ocean’ to just dive into.
We now buy tickets, with all the trimmings, special seats, close parking. At
one place we were issued with a ‘minder’ and in another, a character that
went to the bar for us - it isn’t taking advantage. This applies for music,
ballet and theatre.... anything that is within our compass. But it’s important
to reassess what you can and can’t do comfortably. Stress and anxiety over
an ‘event’ can often be avoided with a little planning, understanding and
negotiation. They are never the condiments to sprinkle over an appetising
dish.
There is a joy to be had in having time to do, without guilt, that which is
‘within your compass’ especially where there are no deadline pressures.
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I write a little.
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I take and edit photographs and videos which get used in various
theatrical and other creative endeavours - ‘gadget man.’ I
have acquired and am beginning to learn how to use a drone and a
steady-cam. (I have always had a yen for the new gadgets).

.

I have an alter existence in computer simulated worlds which fully
engage me, immersing me totally and for hours at a time...as a witch
with healing powers, whilst having a deadly eye with a well drawn
arrow.

.

I read or I am ‘read to’ depending on the time or my mental
state. Audiobooks are a boon, I’m sure half the pleasure in
the ‘Harry Potter’ series was Stephen Fry’s narrative. I research
things, sometimes purposefully and others more obliquely, just
following a path or an idea. Re-reading historical ction, Sharpe,
Hornblower, Aubrey and Maturin (Patrick O’Brien), all things
Arthurian, Classic Science Fiction and quality Fantasy writing. I
choose not to read newspapers, social media or any sensationalist
clap-trap. Settling for a weekly Saturday ‘Times’ - which takes me a
week to read anyway.

.

I share all my thoughts with Gill and most of my thoughts with close
family, even to the point of expressing wishes for funeral
arrangements and concerns over things I’ve forgotten, never knew or
simply worries for the future.

.

I make model boats, no idea why. Perhaps the micro skills demand my
hands don’t shake and I can manage on a small scale what I can’t do
in real life. That links to computer simulations, to which I may have
done a dis-service. Any, half decent games machine, plugged into a
TV will allow you to create and manage a city, kill dragons, manage a
football team, compete in the olympics, y a plane, sail a boat,
competing alone or with others, in almost any sport or
enterprise, including gardening that you can imagine.

.

I try and do stuff for others. DAST in particular, supported me, so I
try to support them, telephoning, helping out with ideas and
appearing or contributing to their special ‘days’. In fact, it was DAST
asking for memories which set me off on this epic ‘Seven Ages’
project.
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I archive a little for our YouTube site, Blogsite, icloud sites, village
sites, Windy Arbour Website
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In an advisory capacity, (Interfering ), I help in Gill’s Garden, making
suggestions. This is only second best to sitting in the garden on a
summer’s day doing absolutely nothing.

.

I try to walk a mile a day, even if this is inside the house. There are
enough mementos and screen saver of over two thousand family
photos to always make this interesting..... Spotify provides any music
to match my mood.

.

The teacher in me likes to share knowledge and skills - even with
my wife, possibly a mistake that session with the power saw!

.

I do take time out to stop, appreciate the quality of my life and
those that make it so at all levels. I also appreciate my surroundings
and memories associated with different views and vistas. Counting my
blessings, assessing my current state, thinking through what I would
like to be doing a few days, possibly a few weeks.... celebrating the
past.

Knowing, and being able to accept, that this is not my world anymore but
one which ‘belongs’ to our children and increasingly their children.
Shopping in the Trafford Centre a couple of years ago and taking a
moment to sit and think I saw - an alien landscape, inhabited by ‘aliens’.
Neither the shops, their contents nor the people using them interested or
stimulated me. They did not value that which I valued. It didn’t make them
better or worse, just different, alien in it’s real sense.
All the other ‘Ages of Man’ , that I have written involved ideas about
striving, climbing and stretching upwards - now the ‘playing eld’ had
levelled, and above us only sky.
But
‘Within my compass’ doesn’t necessarily mean ‘shrinking’. Rivulets of
enquiry, nding new ways of doing stuff, everything ‘nailed down’ and not
too intense but open to new ways of doing things, outward looking but
realistic.
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From where I am writing this, sitting in a comfortable chair by a south
facing window in our lounge, I used to be able to watch and hear
lapwings....I haven’t seen them for over a decade, but I couldn’t say when I
saw my last. Time changes everything...individual, discrete and unique
moments follow other individual, discrete and unique moments...

Patterns in time which makes ‘time’ show itself for what it really is humanity’s way of trying to create ‘sense’ from the immense, churning
interactions of a ‘youngish’ solar system, striving for a non-existent point
of balance......... sorry drifted off into ‘terra incognito’ and personal
philosophy.
I may well be standing on some high plateau in my life but it is certainly
not at. Some days are ‘up’ and others de nitely ‘down’. Similarly with
weeks and months. My ‘new’ seasons are marked by CT scans and clinic
reports, every three months... it’s the slow tick of the grandfather’s clock.
What follows is what I would have written if I kept a daily diary.

A Day ‘statement’, Thursday 24 September 2020
- “I am not supposed to count my chickens, this morning” - so it’s this
afternoon and it’s just out for a cup of tea with Rosie, our new grand
daughter, and her parents and brother. Born in ‘lockdown’ on 29th May and that will probably be as much as I can cope with.....
The ‘second hundred days’ of the global pandemic of Covid 19 virus
caught me unawares. We have no idea how this might ultimately shape our
lives and the lives of all those living on the planet. We are only being
encouraged to think about the next six months. History will dictate
whether or not this is the way we should be thinking and acting - but it
has certainly moved all other events nationally and world-wide into a misty
background. Gill and I had spent the rst hundred days reasonably well.
When we counted our blessings we knew that we were extremely
fortunate in where and how we lived. We saw it as more time to spend
sel shly on ourselves, in the garden, at the keyboard, just ‘kicking back
and going with the ow’ - taking advantage of being ‘at risk’ and ‘shielded’
which provided us with home delivery of food shopping - buying next day
delivery stuff on the internet. It was not hard, as long as we managed the
risk, and followed government guidelines.
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The epidemic peaked, and then fell away to such low levels that life
seemed to be returning to normal, though still restricted. Gill opened a
couple of cottages - all hospitality had been closed during the early stages

We were ‘Covid Safe’. Jan, our cleaning lady, returned, schools, shops, bars
and cafes reopened. We were through - just wait for a vaccine.
At the end of August - a second wave began to show in the data. I wasn’t
conscious of it’s effect but I did nd myself being worried over a ‘bigger
picture’ - What happens if I catch it? Worse, so very much worse. What
happens if Gill catches it? Where was this? How do I do that? - since
cancer, I knew that I had let go of all responsibilities and Gill had not only
nursed me through but had also picked up all those things which we had
done together. There was so much I now didn’t know.
There was a background anxiety, a tension - I lost some weight and my
appetite. I was struggling to make a pair of new hearing aids work, as my
hearing was failing. I was unsteady on my feet, often a little dizzy. I was
emotional to the point of tears. I could not explain how I felt except with
notions of being ‘broken’ and ‘unconnected’. It began just after I’d had a
good report on the cancer - no change. So I should have been on top of
the world. Instead I felt awful, weak and tired and cringed from new
situations. I had ‘panic attacks’. I just wanted to run away from whatever
situation was causing it, but didn’t have a direction or the strength.
We talked. We talked with family. Sam talked of ‘intensity’ which is the
exact match for my emotions which seemed to get out of sync with my life.
A good word to describe a bad feeling.
At the beginning of September we talked with our GP. I presented him
with my written list of symptoms. “Let’s deal with these in order,” he said.
There were tablets to be maintained (anti-clot, anti-cholesterol, thyroid
balance and a couple of new ones - a three week course of ‘sleeping
tablets’ and some for nausea.
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When the ‘sleeping tablets’ (which had given me that deep dreamless sleep,
but at the expense of continuing to make me tired, weak and anxious) ran
out. I had three genuine sleepless nights and three dif cult days.... anxiety
in a ‘car wash’...... so another call to the doctor who still had my original
list and the vast majority of consultations are phone based. I do trust that
man and all his ilk. I told him so.) This resulted in another course of
‘sleeping tablets’, weaker and to be taken alternate nights, ‘anti-depression
tablets’ which he tells me will build over several days to lift Churchill’s
‘Black Dog’, some laxatives (that’s another story/anxiety).

Over the last couple of weeks I have slept well, without the ’sleeping
tablets’. The anti depressants seem to lull me into a world to which I am
connected, but only just. I had a blood test, CT scan and oncology
appointment which said that the mesothelioma had remained as it was last
scan - so only good news. I hope to speak with my GP in the next couple
of weeks in order to see if I can reduce the dosage of the anti depressant,
giving me a rmer grip on reality but hopefully not reintroducing the
anxiety. 24/10/20
I chose to halve the dosage of anti-depressant about three weeks ago and
seem to have found a ‘new normal’ state, which is a little dumb, forgetful
and intolerant of anything which is ‘high intensity’ which can include
everything from noisy children, having to pretend I am something which
I’m not or being in a car wash!)..... We shall see.”

End of day statement.
and beginning a series of random thoughts.....as we move to some sort
of conclusion.
Wisdom is in the eyes of the young.
Watching our children develop in their lives and
sometimes thwart relationships, admiring their
successes at work and in life. Over-offering advice being frustrated when they exhibit characteristics
which are your own, and in my case can meet head
on, can be confrontational and then have to be retro
managed…. I think that this has something to do
with accepting that there is still learning to be
done.... right through to the end.
There is a huge pleasure in being with these tiny
‘people’ (grandchildren). Sharing in their development
is a simple privilege. I think that is directly linked
with being comfortable as a teacher.
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Adjusting to a new and uncertain life - caught out by
‘high anxiety’ - tearful/fearful....breathless - wasn’t expecting that - took
the legs from under me - thank goodness Gill was there to catch me still feel wobbly and uneasy.

Coronavirus lock-down, well what a surprise - living through world history.
It may only warrant a footnote when that history is written.
Appraising a ‘life well lived’. When the boundaries of your life seem to be
shrinking, it’s a joy to be centred at Windy Arbour, our paradise on a hill,
views and memories go on forever. An absolute life saver...the ‘gloaming’
hours, the peace and the beauty especially with the companionship of my
friend/lover/wife/nurse/carer - Gill. (see the Third of these ‘Seven Ages’.)
Tomas works at of ces on the site of the National Garden Festival, much
loved an often visited and photographed, by my Dad, not least because
that site was also the site of Shelton Steel Works, where he worked. It’s
red skies my own strongest childhood memory. Hey, what goes around
comes around.
A Need to declare ‘failings’ (some sort of confessional - how odd!) I failed three times, at interview level, during my career in teaching.
My Dad was ‘disappointed’ in me on two occasions - once when attending a
slide show of a sixth form trip to Scotland and I was described by a
teacher as the ‘hippie’ in the group and once when I was lauding my
knowledge, as a ‘slip of a lad’ over the grown men I worked with in my
weekend job.
Stepping up - acting out the part of a ‘David Brown’ that didn’t exist. I
believe that we all play ‘many parts inside our heads’. Inside, I can be
quaking in my boots, nervous and unprepared but put an ‘audience’ in front
of me, schoolchildren, their parents, a group of head teachers, a crowd of
pensioners.......and another David Brown steps out and steps up, brimming
with con dence, playing the part.....I am not always who I appear to be.
...and while I’m in ‘lecture-mode’, I
believe it is important ‘to give, slightly
more than you take from life.’ and to
try and make someone smile each day.
All the world’s a stage.... each takes
many parts.
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But, did I make any difference? And
does it matter?

TOMMY CAN YOU HEAR ME?
The Who were ‘my generation’. Imagine their pinball machine
‘Happenstance of Life.’ Not one shining pinball to be released but one for
every living thing, moving at different speeds towards the end of their
game. The inanimate, time- uid side bumpers, the lights, the ippers all
capable of changing the directions of each pinball. An in nite number of
possibilities. Each collision a consequence, a different story. ‘Oh! What may
have been.’ - The serendipitous encounters of any life produce a richness
and variety all of which must make a difference because they can never
be replicated.
Connections, changes of direction, meetings, moments, impossible odds that
travel down the machine of life, a series of interactions, unique, on so
many levels.... make a difference.... of course.... at every point of contact ... does it matter?
... that’s a history question.
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DB 30.10.2020.
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... and who will write that?

